Could energy be free?
Interim conclusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The technology for ‘free’ (over-unity) energy has been demonstrated beyond doubt to
be known by some ‘black’ government departments and subcontractors, but is currently
kept secret.
Numerous crimes have been committed by deep state government groups and
associated military/industrial organisations to protect their industry and advantages.
The technologies for ‘free energy’ include zero-point (sub-atomics / quantum) as well
as received electro-magnetic energy.
‘Science’ has made fundamental errors, deliberate and otherwise, including defining
energy systems as ‘closed’.
Open experiments to produce ‘free’ energy have to date been suppressed covertly by
energy industry leaders.
Access to ‘free’ energy will eventually enable massive improvements throughout all
parts of the world, far greater than the industrial revolution.

Introduction
Modern society growth is proportional to available energy, so the availability of costeffective energy for everyone is clearly critical. This post presents a range of issues with regard
to the science, views and potential for free energy and so-called renewable energy.
Of the seven largest markets in the world; energy, agriculture, telecoms, auto, chemicals,
packaged foods, and pharma, the energy market surpasses all others by a minimum margin of
$3.3 trillion dollars per year. The growing demand for energy drives market size projections to
$10.4 trillion per year by 2020, helping energy maintain its dominant position in the world
markets. The 2013 world GDP was USD75.59 trillion, so energy comprised about 15%.
Numerous organizations are working flat-out to develop low-cost devices that could provide
almost-free energy that potentially could destroy or replace most of the current energy
industry. Question: how do you think energy industry leaders are reacting? Read banker J P
Morgan’s reaction to Nicola Tesla’s inventions below, and view Thomas Bearden’s videos,
also below.
However, most of the official scientific views of ‘free energy’, Tesla’s demonstrations, zeropoint energy and the like are dismissive. But then, recall everyone ‘knew’ the sun went around
the earth, and peptic ulcers were caused by stress and acidity – until 2 doctors, who had been
scoffed at for 20 years – proved these ulcers were caused by bacteria, and won Nobel
prizes. Science has an alarming history of ‘getting it wrong’. As Einstein said, it only takes
one person to prove I’m wrong’.
There is considerable evidence that some US ‘black’ government departments have been aware
of the ability to produce ‘free’ energy for many decades. This is discussed below, in particular
by Dr Greer.
Caveat

The reader is advised that most of what is presented in this section is very different from what
he/she is likely to have been taught, read and viewed. Rather than scoffing, which is a natural
reaction, it would be better to maintain an open mind and consider the degree that past
information on this and allied subjects may have been manipulated for entirely different ends.
A broad introduction to subject of ‘free energy’ is presented by the Sirius project. Dr Carol
Rosin interviews Dr Steve Greer to discuss an update on Sirius Disclosure (34 mins intro,
implementation at 77 mins, ends 94 mins) - audio interview. Note: there are many more later
presentation covering major progress. Also the following video interview with Dr Carol Rosin:
Von Braun's legacy - 34 min 2013 YouTube
o http://americanfreedomradio.com/listen_live.html
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP8ftWzFYI4&list=PLnrEt2fIdZ0aBgPuVF0C_
T559Y
Zero Point Energy
•

Recent article (170930) explaining the current situation and issues surrounding ‘free
energy’. Note in particular the third video. ZPE / ‘free energy’ has been demonstrated for
over a century, but bankers (J P Morgan / Nicola Tesla), the international energy industry
(estimated to be worth well over $200 trillion) all conspire to steal the technologies,
experiments etc. and prevent the world from getting free energy.
o http://humansarefree.com/2013/12/multiple-scientists-confirm-free-energy.html

•

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Bearden, US Army, PhD, probably THE world guru on the
subject, explains how energy can be extracted from the ‘zero points field’, the ‘dipole’
effect and how and why this form of free energy has been buried by various black
government, financial and industrial operations as well as the scientific community and
non-availability of patents for ‘perpetual motion machines’. A 2013 video presents the
science, issues and economics in fairly simple language. An earlier similar video below.
The third bullet provides Tom Bearden’s incredible CV.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJY8XqFnAyg.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsJybtR9YlM
o http://www.cheniere.org/misc/bearden%20cv%20long.htm

•

Another video recorded around 2002, but similarly valid in now, presents a similar series
of issues. The main difference is that his point regarding ‘money-printing’ has extended his
forecasted deadline – 47 minutes
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wleifp3Fbe0

•

Thomas article: Clean Electrical Energy from the Active Vacuum 2002. This long and
very technical article explains most aspects in detail.
o http://www.cheniere.org/articles/clean%20electrical.htm

•

Also a selection of videos from Beardon’s website. Check too a range of other YouTube
videos in Beardon’s name.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJY8XqFnAyg.

•

A 6-minutes video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKFEmMotPNo, followed by a 50
min video that explains many associated factors.

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJY8XqFnAyg&ebc=ANyPxKoiO2_L3WFf
QZyyXFBfL8GqxZ_cFZPrZTreDPlVY5OmjBo2cSRCdlSWUGDYCAqgVu8dB
TQJ5uNoF6tJPFEI-PTeWJ4Vow
•

The history of free energy, suppression, economic cartels in energy preventing free energy,
assassination etc. and how it works – over-unity power systems, Lt Colonel Thomas
Bearden note quotes etc. This old video ~2003 – predicts the world will be into mass war
in 2007/08 or sooner if new energy generation is prevented – his logic remains, but the
various institutions, cartels etc. have managed to delay free energy for another decade since.
By Dr. Eugene Mallove RIP.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsJybtR9YlM 47 minutes) –
o his website: http://www.cheniere.org/

•

Description of zero-point energy by Dr Hal Puthoff – (watch Dr Mallove’s 3 videos at the
end of first video)
o Part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blojNMW-Ias
o Part 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUk232UKkls
o Part 3 (shortly before he was murdered, a still-unresolved mystery) –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36WT_PqFY8U

•

A gateway to ZPE and a new ‘particle’?
o http://gizadeathstar.com/2016/06/new-fifth-force-nature-discovered-well-maybecant-resist-high-octanespeculations/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Fee
d%3A+GizaDeathStar+%28Giza+Death+Star%29

The Perpetual Motion Machine science scam
Science skeptic and writer, Martin Gardner has called claims of such zero-point-energy-based
systems, “as hopeless as past efforts to build perpetual motion machines.” Perpetual motion
machine refers to technical designs of machines that can operate indefinitely, optionally with
additional output of excessive energy, without any cited input source of energy, which is in
violation of the laws of thermodynamics.
But technical designs to harness zero-point energy would not fall into this category because
sub-atomic zero-point energy is claimed as the input source of energy’. The issue is, what
boundaries comprise the overall system in which the energy resides?
‘Science’ considers all energy systems are ‘closed’; that is, no energy can come in or out of
them. Closed system thermodymamics is taught as gospel by conventional academics and
forms the foundation of our civilization and all current technologies. The problem is, there is
no such thing as a closed system. All systems have varying degrees of interaction with their
environments, both macro, micro, nano and sub-atomic (quantum). ZPE, for instance,
considers energy from sub-nuclear ‘fields’. Electro-magnetism comes in and goes out from
everywhere in the universe (albeit in rather small amounts after applying the cube rule to
distant sources).
Another key factor is those who control all energy in the world are less than keen on
experiments with above-unity power system, so they do everything they can to stop them (e.g.
JP Morgan and Tesla).

‘Science’ appears to have made a colossal mistake in simplifying Maxwell’s equations (see
Tom Beardon’s article) and losing a key component that provided for over-unity power
generation. But science in universities etc. get all their funding from governments who stick
with the PC view, including science.
However, there are cracks appearing in the armor. One article noted ‘As to whether zero-point
energy may become a source of usable energy, this is considered extremely unlikely by most
physicists, and none of the claimed devices are taken seriously by the mainstream science
community. Nevertheless, SED interpretation of the Bohr orbit (above) does suggest a way
whereby energy might be extracted. Based upon this a patent has been issued and experiments
have been underway at the University of Colorado (U.S. Patent 7,379,286).’
There are many other views and experiments to develop over-unity power system (the system
generates more power than it consumes) deploy various electro-magnetic forces, often based
on Tesla’s experiments. Some have been demonstrated to be successful, but without full
explanations are to how or why they work. There are many examples of these experimenters
being either bought off or possibly assassinated. It is assumed those controlling various aspects
of the power industry are responsible for such repression.
Nikola Tesla
•

A Device to Harness Free Cosmic Energy Claimed by Nikola Tesla: “This new power for
the driving of the world’s machinery will be derived from the energy which operates the
universe, the cosmic energy, whose central source for the earth is the sun and which is
everywhere present in unlimited quantities.” It is not clear how or whether this related
directly to zero-point energy. It is fully documented that banker JP Morgan believed it
would work and preclude his profiting from selling energy; he sabotaged Tesla’s progress
and stole Tesla’s patents. Acknowledged as the greatest inventor ever, as a result, Tesla
died a pauper. First a long interview with Tesla from ~1900, with a link to a 1916 interview.
o http://beforeitsnews.com/eu/2016/07/the-nikola-tesla-interview-hidden-for-116years-2608426.html?currentSplittedPage=0
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btXU4FwygJk
o http://www.nuenergy.org/nikola-tesla-radiant-energy-system/
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EdKwlRRxr0

•

The ‘science’ of frequencies, and their relevance. Nikola Tesla, the great genius and father
of electromagnetic engineering, had once said, “If you only knew the magnificence of the
3, 6 and 9, then you would hold a key to the universe”. The 3, 6, and 9 are the fundamental
root vibrations of the Solfeggio frequencies. Albert Einstein stated: “Concerning matter,
we have been all wrong. What we have called matter is energy, whose vibration has been
so lowered as to be perceptible to the senses. There is no matter.” All matter beings vibrate
at specific rates and everything has its own melody. The musical nature of nuclear matter
from atoms to galaxies is now finally being recognized by science.
o https://attunedvibrations.com/solfeggio/

•

Tesla: his background, genius and how his advances were stolen. To what effect now?
o http://www.newdawnmagazine.com/articles/nikola-tesla-maverick-visionarymaster-of-light

Dr Steven Greer (also covered in part below in Extra-terrestrials and UFOs)
•

Steven Greer, re new/free energy/East Trinity summary 2009.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jfTK5KFHXQ Also
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL7uFTKUK_U

•

Greer video, 16 mins, in which he explains a conversation with a billionaire who would
not back Greer’s free energy device because GM already had this, but an executive who
was planning to release it to produce free-energy cars was murdered 2 weeks after he
presented his plans. The 85-year old billionaire said he was not afraid for himself, but for
his family. NB this is the fifth video in a 5-part series.
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3zFPi1XzIY

•

The potential for ‘free energy’ is discussed at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeropoint_energy – Utilization Controversy section. Zero-point energy, also called quantum
vacuum zero-point energy, is the lowest possible energy that a quantum mechanical
physical system may have; it is the energy of its ground state. Despite the scientific stance
to typically discount the claims, numerous articles and books have been published
addressing and discussing the potential of tapping zero-point-energy from the quantum
vacuum or elsewhere. See 44 references with links.

